
AP Human Geography Summer Assignment 2022

Directions

Human Geography is not merely the study of where places are. It is the study of
globalization, population, migration, culture, political borders, development,
urbanization, agriculture, and so much more! The purpose of this summer
assignment is to introduce you to the writing and analysis skills you will be
using in APHG this year. We’re looking to assess your writing abilities and
determine how we can best help you become more successful this year.

● Assignments – You will complete ALL THREE assignments in this document. The

assignments include different sources: articles, websites, maps, and videos. Read,

listen, and view each source in order to proceed with assignments.

○ Format for Assignments #1 &# 2 – Please answer the Free Response Questions

for Assignments 1 and 2 in well-developed answers (complete sentences, well

thought out, and in your own words). You should have a heading for each set of

questions - “Assignment #1 Questions”. Your answers should be

HANDWRITTEN - BLUE OR BLACK INK PEN - not typed or with pencil.

Keep in mind the definitions for the following words as you answer the

questions:

■ Identify – Name examples, identify elements of a map, graph, table, etc.

■ Explain – Provide a brief reason of who/what/where/when/why/how

people/places/ situations are/is/were/will be affected.

■ Describe – write the characteristics of what is being asked.

■ Discuss – give factual information with examples to illustrate the

answer.

○ Format for Assignment #3 - You may print out the maps we provide, or print

your own, but the labeling should be done BY HAND (no pencil) - no typed

labels, hand colored.

● Portfolio - Once you are done, you should put all three parts together in a folder or

small binder. Make sure your name is clearly visible on the front.

● Time Management – It is highly recommended that you break this assignment into

smaller pieces and work on it over time. Time management is a very important skill

to learn and utilize and it will be crucial for your success in class!

● Academic Honesty – It is an expectation that you turn in work that was completed by

you and not someone else. All answers must be written in your own words. Failure to

be academically honest will result in no credit earned for the summer assignment.

Due Date – This assignment is due THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL, AUGUST 3, 2022

This will count as a major project grade. Questions? If you have any questions this

summer as you are working on the assignment, you are welcome to email us at

Andy.Pasarilla@gcpsk12.org or Amy.Wildey@gcpsk12.org
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Assignment #1 – The Human Geography of Globalization (article & videos)

One of the major themes of the course is the topic of globalization – a term that is used very

often and has multiple meanings. For our purposes, let’s define globalization as the

interconnectedness of different places in the world. This means that various places on Earth

that were once isolated from one another now interact, sometimes on a daily basis. This

interaction can be between individuals (imagine two people in different countries

communicating via Twitter or Facebook) or between countries in one of the following ways:

● Economic (trade, multinational corporations like McDonald’s or Wal-Mart)

● Social (clothing, music, social media, language, food, and other cultural elements)

● Political (warfare, organizations like the United Nations, NATO, or the European

Union)

● Environmental (impacts on the air, land, water, etc from humans’ activities, decisions)

Watch both videos and read the article before answering the questions for this assignment.

Videos: Globalization I - The Upside AND Globalization II - Good or Bad?

Article: “The Supply Chain Crisis and the Future of Globalization”
More Connection—Not Less—Will Help Prevent an Era of Scarcity

By Harold James

February 2, 2022
Last year, as the first COVID-19 vaccines began to roll out, I predicted in Foreign Affairs that the global
economy would come roaring back and eventually usher in a new golden age of globalization. That has
not yet happened and indeed more fissures seem likely, including a possible war between Russia and
Ukraine and intensifying conflicts between Russia and the West. Geopolitical disputes heighten the
shortages caused by the continuing pandemic. The supply problems have engendered pervasive
nervousness and fear. The induced anxiety, translated into politics, has encouraged the belief that
countries need to be self-sufficient. Analysts and policymakers have pushed for autarky or at least
imagined splitting the world into competing blocs. They see the interconnectedness of globalization as a
vulnerability, subjecting countries to powers and forces beyond national control.

But an autarkic world also has clear limits. The notion that countries can only become resilient through
radical self-sufficiency runs up against the need for complex, niche products. Small communities are not
going to produce their own clothes, let alone their computers or automobiles. The persistent supply
chain crisis poses serious threats to societies everywhere, but the solution to this problem is not for
governments to intervene more forcefully in the interest of securing resources, or to wind back
globalization. It is instead to build resilient and diverse supply networks that don’t depend on one source
and seek more—not fewer—connections throughout the world.
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FROM ‘CHIPAGEDDON’ TO CHRISTMAS TURKEYS

The original shortages of personal protective equipment, face masks, and ventilators that followed the
outbreak of the pandemic were easy to understand. It was also apparent to policymakers that allowing
the law of supply and demand to dictate the prices of these goods would be horrendously unjust and
inefficient. Those who needed the protection most would be unable to afford this equipment and go
unprotected while those who could treat protection as a luxury good could afford to live on islands of
complacency. Then the shortages spread more generally. As the demand for communication devices and
data processing equipment shot up, electronic components—notably chips—became so scarce that
analysts described the crisis as “chipageddon.” That restricted the ability of a vast range of suppliers to
deliver goods ranging from automobiles to washing machines to dog-grooming equipment. Elsewhere,
the supply of timber for building could not catch up with the demand from construction projects in
places that had become more desirable during the pandemic.

Within a few months, the causes of the scarcity had become so complex and so interlocking that it was
hard to imagine a way out. Labor shortages, especially of truck drivers, played a part. So did the absence
of shipping containers, which got stuck in the wrong part of the world or held up in enormous queues
outside overwhelmed port facilities. Consumers focused on particular scarcities: the British worried that
the shortage of drivers would lead to a shortage of carbon dioxide that in turn would limit the capacity of
turkey slaughterhouses. Farmers could not sell their turkeys to the abattoirs and consumers believed
there would be a shortfall of turkeys for Christmas (the traditional British holiday for gorging on turkeys).
New Yorkers faced an equivalent lack of an iconic food—cream cheese—for their bagels.

Governments will not solve the supply chain crisis by winding back globalization.
Consumers react to shortages like these in a predictable manner: they start to hoard as much as they can.
They also start to buy inferior substitutes. During the holiday season, many British consumers made
multiple purchases of ham, chicken, and duck in case their Christmas turkeys didn’t materialize. They
probably did not eat all the alternatives they had bought and stored away. Tremendous waste occurs as a
result. Hoarding is a beggar-thy-neighbor approach to dealing with crises: hoarders may not live better
but others will suffer and be relegated to fewer and inferior provisions.

The calculations of producers exactly mirror the anxieties of consumers. If manufacturers are no longer
certain that their processes, which are dependent on the timely delivery of parts, can continue to operate
smoothly, they need to build up extensive stockpiles. As a result, they need to have larger warehouses and
that adds to the pressure on construction and the labor and supplies it demands. All these shifts add
substantially to the costs of production, and then get inevitably reflected in higher prices. Shortages thus
have a way of escalating, as supply constraints induce more production problems, and interconnected
networks strain and disintegrate. Countries behave in the same way as individuals: they hoard
unnecessarily. One example is the stockpiling of COVID-19 vaccines by wealthy countries. These
stockpiles accumulate when they could be used somewhere else; large quantities of a potentially
life-saving vaccine have been simply wasted after expiring or not being stored properly. The perception
of an urgent crisis makes dramatic action even more important—and politically desirable. For example,
countries like to compete in boasting how much vaccine they have as a short version of explaining that
they are handling the crisis very well. The scarcities trigger competitions and bidding wars among
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different countries for the scarce products. They also focus attention on geopolitics. As the supply issues
increase, Russia’s control of gas supplies to Europe looks more and more like a danger. China’s rivals see
its access to the rare earth materials needed for battery technologies and energy storage—among other
purposes—as a competitive threat. Scarcity makes heightened competition, aggressive action, and
ultimately, war more likely.

THE PERIL OF SHORTAGES

The COVID-19 scarcities and “chipageddon” have intensified global competition. The power that vaccine
suppliers can exercise is a reminder of how technology can be used by powerful countries to pursue their
own ends. It has intensified the race to dominate cyberspace and cybertechnology. Governments see
victory in these competitions as knocking out their competitors. When the most potentially productive
technologies become the subject of a new arms race, many people fall at risk of losing access to these
products or of only being able to access inferior and more costly alternatives.

The closest historical parallels to the focus on supply chain problems come from the repeated experience
of states with major wars. There is a mutual relationship between wars and obsessions about
safeguarding supply chains: leaders think supply chains can be secured by wars and they embark on wars
to protect their supplies. World War I, the conflict that set the twentieth century on course for further
violence and disintegration, was driven by countries’ often flawed strategy of blocking trade routes and
cutting off energy supplies to starve the other side into submission. The discussion around how to adapt
to scarcity quickly becomes a debate about how to best allocate resources: through experts or
technocrats, or through popular and democratic mechanisms. Technocrats bungle. Then the demand for
more popular control emerges. In World War I, discontent turned into a revolutionary wave that surged
westward from Russia and eastern and central Europe. A plausible interpretation of the Russian
Revolution put forward by the great French historian Marc Ferro showed that the fall of the tsar and the
success of Vladimir Lenin’s putsch had nothing to do with the appeal of communist ideology but instead
was a response to the grain and housing shortages that the tsarist administration could not fix. In the
1970s, too, the supply shocks of the oil crisis stoked public doubts about the competence of governments.
Today’s shortages are having the same effect.

The shortage debate is linked to increased worry about rising prices and inflation. Price increases are the
natural response to scarcity and many people—especially poorer consumers—find them very threatening,
as the price increases for food and fuel and other daily necessities are far higher than a general rise in
prices. Indeed, many official assessments and forecasts strip out these essential goods as non core items
from the measuring of inflation but they are precisely the prices that most people feel most intensely.

Inflationary surges make the shortages worse by encouraging greater hoarding. The historical analogies
from previous eras of shortage—and political turmoil—are clear. In the 1970s, Margaret Thatcher, as a
member of Parliament in the opposition in the United Kingdom, noted that prudent housewives were
building up reserves of jam and canned vegetables. The most common response from nervous
governments to supply problems is to attempt to control prices or subsidize scarce goods. That leads to
an intensification, rather than the amelioration, of the supply chain problem.
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Pricing face masks or vaccines according to supply and demand would be unjust. But when it comes to
turkeys, cream cheese, or washing machines, it is equally apparent that holding down the cost only
exacerbates the problem. The shortages will get worse, as people snap up items that they believe to be
scarce and that they see are underpriced. The producers will restrict their supply. Again, the extreme
example of wartime planning tells a striking story. During World War I, many countries held down grain
prices to protect urban consumers. The farmers responded by cutting the amounts of grain they sold,
instead feeding the additional grain to livestock, pigs, or poultry that they could then sell on a more
unregulated market.

THE FOLLY OF AUTARKY

It is unclear how long supply chain problems will persist or how long it will take to get ports and the road
transportation of goods operating normally. The problem could be over quite soon—later this year—if
governments manage to reestablish interconnectedness. They need to reduce the barriers to mobility
built up over the past two years. But if anxious governments continue to seek autarky, the crisis could
stretch into 2023, and for much longer. Pushed by scarcity, a resurgence of protectionist or nativist
thinking may drive governments to ever more expensive and unpopular solutions that lead to spiraling
costs but also discontent, radicalization and violence, and even war.

The roaring economic comeback that I outlined last year will only materialize when governments and
policymakers see that even large countries cannot control the surging escalation of scarcity without
intensifying connections with the rest of the world. At some point, the realization will set in that the
race—by individuals and countries—to stockpile resources produces not only redundancy, confusion, and
waste but also destruction and devastation.

Assignment #1 Question: Complete the following Free Response Question based on

the reading and the two videos. Handwrite your answers in blue or black ink pen. Use

complete sentences in your own words. Each part (A, B, & C) should be about a

paragraph in length.

A. Identify TWO specific products that have experienced supply chain shortages in

the past year and describe the main reasons for those shortages. [8 pts]

B. Explain TWO ways that individuals and countries act similarly during supply

chain shortages. [8 pts]

C. Identify and explain TWO reasons why reestablishing globalization rather than

pursuing a policy of  autarky will end the global supply shortages sooner.  [8 pts]
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Assignment #2: The Human Geography of Population (video and

website)

The analysis of qualitative and quantitative data is a vital skill necessary in the study of APHG.

This assignment is about watching 1 video about  the importance and impacts of the pandemic

on birth rates, while also analyzing specific data with respect to birth rates over time and

between countries.

Video: Is the U.S. Running Out of People?

Website: Why is the U.S. Birth Rate Declining?

Assignment #2 Question: Answer the following Free Response Question based on the

data from the website and video. Handwrite your answers in blue or black ink pen. Use

complete sentences in your own words. Each part (A, B,  C, D & E) should be about a

paragraph in length.

A. Explain THREE causes for the declining TFR in the U.S.. [6 pts]

B. Using Figure 1 of the website, discuss how the U.S. birth rate compares to those in

Mali and South Korea. [2 pts]

C. Discuss how the education of women factors into birth rates. [4 pts]

D. Discuss ONE positive and ONE negative economic impact of declining birth

rates on the future. [8 pts]

E. Describe ONE solution the U.S. can implement to help the future of the country

if the trend in birth rates continues to decline. [4 pts]
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Assignment #3: The Human Geography of Maps

There's no getting around it - we need to identify where major countries and physical features

are located in the world. While you learned the locations of major political and physical

features in middle school, these locations are referenced in APHG from the beginning of the

course.

You must create (hand colored and labeled - no typing or painting tools) a collection of

maps (6) to illustrate regions of the world. Each regional map should include all of the

following:

○ Labeled Political and Physical Features (see below)

○ Maps should be colored and neat. Be creative!

Print the maps here before you color and label by hand. Maps should be presented on

8.5 x 11 paper—one regional map per page.

Map
#

Region of the World /
Political Features to Label

Physical Features to Label

1 Southwest Asia (label all countries) Tigris River, Euphrates River, Arabian Sea, Black Sea,

Red Sea, Caspian Sea, Fertile Crescent, Zagros

Mountains, Plateau of Iran, Persian Gulf

2 Europe (label all countries) Alps, Ural Mtns, Pyrenees Mtns, Apennine Mtns,

Pindus Mtns, Carpathian Mtns, Danube River, Rhine

River, English Channel, Black Sea,, Baltic Sea, North

Sea, Mediterranean Sea, Atlantic Ocean

3 East and Southeast Asia (label all

countries)

Yangtze River, Huang He (Yellow) River, Xi River,

Mekong River,  Tibetan Plateau, South China Sea,

Pacific Ocean, Gobi Desert

4 Africa (label all countries) Nile River, Sahara Desert, Orange River, Mediterranean

Sea, Zambezi River, Red Sea, Sinai Peninsula, Lake

Victoria, Sahel, Kalahari Desert,  Atlas Mountains,

Congo River, Ethiopian Highlands, Namib Desert, Mt.

Kilimanjaro

5 Latin America (label all countries) Amazon River, Rio Grande, Yucatan Peninsula, Sierra

Madres Mtns, Andes Mtns,     Gulf of Mexico, The

Pampas, Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Caribbean Sea,

Isthmus of Panama

6 South Asia (label all countries) Ganges River, Indus River, Himalayas, Indo-Gangetic

Plain,  Indian Ocean, Hindu Kush, Deccan Plateau, Bay

of Bengal
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APHG Summer Assignment Rubric Name: _________________________________

Assignment Elements Points
Earned
(/Pts.
Possible)

Comments

Assignment #1 - Globalization:

● Hand-written (ink only)

● Complete sentences

● Connection made with

article and videos

/24

Assignment #1 - Population:

● Hand-written (ink only)

● Complete sentences

● Connection made with

website and video

/24

Assignment #3 - Maps Each map should be your original work, colored on 8.5

x 11 paper and must include correct labeling

Map #1: “Southwest Asia” /8

Map #2: Europe /8

Map #3: “East / S.East Asia” /8

Map #4: “Africa” /8

Map #5: “Latin America” /8

Map #6: “South Asia” /8

Neat, bound in folder or binder,

legible; no pencil

/4

TOTAL: /100
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